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“I don’t have opinions about things I know nothing about.”
Prince Philip

1. ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
The US economic outlook currently seems particularly strong considering the following chart:

US : ISM Purchasing Manager’s Indices

Both the Manufacturing and Services PMI indices have spiked recently, with both currently at their
respective historic peak levels. This reflects high optimism about the level of imminent overall US
GDP recovery.

China Federation PMI Indices

Both China’s Manufacturing and Non-Manufacturing equivalent PMI indices have recovered strongly
after their recent drops. Both are well above their respective averages. The world’s two largest
economies are in a new phase of synchronised growth.
Source: Bloomberg & Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited. April 2021. Past performance is
not a guide to future performance.

2. US CONSUMER
As consumption makes up almost 70% of US GDP, consumer confidence is critical for sustained
economic growth.

US – Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index S&P 500

Whilst the consumer confidence index in the chart took a sharp drop with the virus crisis, it dropped
only to historic average levels – much higher than with previous recessions. It stayed at that level for
a while, but has spiked up with its most recent reading.

University of Michigan Financially Better Than a Year Ago Index (%) vs S&P 500

The above chart reflects an index of consumers’ perceptions of their financial positions. Its reaction
in comparison to the financial and virus crisis, is similar to the above Confidence index. It has though,
stayed at a level of 40% of the population feeling they are in a better position currently than a year
ago. This reflects a cautious consumer, even though households’ balance sheets are strong with debt
service ratios at record low levels and their net worth continued to grow through the recession (the
last reading at +10%).
The Bloomberg Consumer Buying Comfort Index also followed a similar pattern to the above, but as
with the Confidence Index, its most recent reading also spiked. We form opinion that the US
consumer is in a good position to resume its critical contribution towards US economic growth.
Source: Bloomberg & Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited. April 2021. Past performance is
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not a guide to future performance.

3. US CORPORATE BOND MARKET
Sentiment in the corporate bond market is a good indicator of overall investor sentiment.

US – High Yield Corporate Bond Yield Spread vs S&P 500

The above chart reflects the spread between the US High Yield Bond market yield and the yield on
Ten Year Treasuries (presented on an inverse scale). The spread has narrowed sharply to a mere
2.4%. This reading is a three-year record low, and close to an all-time record low.

US - High Yield Option Adjusted Yield Spread vs S&P 500

We last presented the above chart during the virus crisis as the energy market collapsed. The
Corporate Bond spread of the Energy market has narrowed to 4.3%, well below the average of 5.4%.
The spread in the rest of the Corporate Bond market (Ex Energy) has dropped to record low levels.
The Corporate Bond market clearly reflects high investor optimism. Such low spreads historically
have lasted for a while. We are, though, also conscious that the current level of spreads has earlier
led to equity market weaknesses subsequently. The general level of interest rates going forward
clearly can play a role in this context as well.
Source: Bloomberg & Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited. April 2021. Past performance is
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not a guide to future performance.

4. DOLLAR CURRENCY
The US twin deficit school of Dollar bears clearly have good arguments for their case. We believe,
though, that other administrations are not all in much better positions and that further arguments in
this context need to be considered.

Dollar Currency vs Spread between US and Germany Ten-Year Government Bond
Yields (%)

The Bond Yield spread in the above chart narrowed during the Virus Crisis and led to Dollar weakness.
The spread has since increased again following rising US interest rates. Chances are therefore for this
spread not to narrow materially in the foreseeable future and that we may expect some Dollar
support in this context.

Dollar vs Speculative Dollar Currency Futures Contracts

The above chart reflects the Dollar currency compared to the number of speculative Long and Short
Currency Futures contracts. The green bars reflect the net number of contracts.
There is a clear correlation between the currency value and the net number of futures contracts.
Strikingly, the dollar weakened, and negative net number of positions were taken as the virus crisis
unfolded. The futures positioning has recently moved into positive territory (the green bars). This
may continue to support the Dollar as growth in the US economy accelerates. Technically, the Dollar
chart is not far from it ‘Golden Cross’ positive break.
Source: Bloomberg & Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited. April 2021. Past performance is 4
not a guide to future performance.

5. TECHNICAL PICTURE
The S&P 500 is technically in a strong position considering several barometers. Most of them appear
very constructive and some already are technically ‘fully valued’, whilst only few have crossed the
truly overbought red line yet:

S&P 500 – Price Index vs 50- and 200-Day Moving Average, and Premium to the
Latter

The index is well beyond its ‘Golden Cross’ test and has been trading at around a 15% premium to its
200-day moving average for a while (the bars in the bottom section). This level has over the recent
past been followed by corrections (see the orange arrows), whilst the market continued to rise since
2013 and the premium stayed at elevated levels for long. We have, though, to be conscious if it
potentially enters overbought levels on some technical indicators in the coming weeks or months.
In the interim, investors are fortunate with calmness in the main asset class markets currently:

Main Asset Class Volatility Indices

The VIX Equity volatility index has just returned to its average level and is therefore not stretched.
Some more volatility returned to the Bond market (the MOVE index), but it is off a very low base and
is also on its average level currently. Currency markets seem very calm, considering the €/$ Volatility
Index.
Overall, markets are technically very sanguine currently. This, though, does not leave much room for
absorbing materially negative surprises, should that happen. We are very conscious of the fact that
peak US PMI data is at times followed by temporary weaker stock market performance.
Source: Bloomberg & Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited. April 2021. Past performance is 5
not a guide to future performance.

6. CORRELATIONS
Investors are often intrigued by certain correlations in the financial markets. The one below makes
good logical sense to us:

Ratio Copper/Gold vs US Treasury Yield (%)

The Copper/Gold index has run hard, and is close to the higher levels since the credit crisis.
Developments around green energy and electric vehicles of course has much to do with this. It is,
though, striking that the ratio has been treading water for a month already. Very interestingly, this
seems to reflect also in the Treasury market with the yield treading water at its lower levels over the
past ten years.
This may well be just a brief pause in an extended new cycle. With all the positivity in the markets (as
reflected in our previous paragraphs), we have also been around long enough to know we should not
totally ignore such pauses.
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not a guide to future performance.
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RISK DISCLOSURE
This communication has been prepared for information only and is not intended for onward
distribution. It is neither an offer to sell, nor a solicitation to buy, any investments or services. This
communication does not constitute a personal recommendation and does not take into account the
individual financial circumstances, needs or objectives of the recipients.
Any information which could be construed as investment research has not been prepared in
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research.
Further it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research
All investments risk the loss of capital.
The value of investments may go down as well as up and, you may not receive back the full value of
your initial investment.
Past performance should not be used as a guide to future performance.
Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to go up
or down in the reporting currency.
In general, underlying investments denominated in foreign currency are not hedged back into the
reporting currency. Among the factors that may influence currency values are trade balances, the
levels of short-term interest rates, differences in relative values of similar assets in different
currencies, long-term opportunities for investment and capital appreciation and political
developments. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Values may also
be affected by developments relating to controls and restrictions on foreign currency remittance of
proceeds of investments in a non-sterling jurisdiction.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the information provided to clients is accurate and up to
date, some of the information may be rendered inaccurate by changes in applicable laws and
regulations. For example, the levels and bases of taxation may change. Any reference to taxation
relies upon information currently in force. You should note that the bases and rates of taxation may
change at any time. Tax treatment depends upon the individual circumstances of each client and
may be subject to change in the future.
In addition to the information provided by Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited you
may wish to consult an independent professional.
It has been approved for distribution in South Africa and those countries of the EEA where
distribution is permitted by:
Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited
15 Suffolk Street
London
SW1Y 4HG
FP: ID0000698
Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and registered with the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (South Africa) as a
Financial Services Provider (“FSP”) under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, No 37
of 2002 (FSP No: 46194). Approved for distribution in Jersey by affiliates of Stonehage Fleming
Investment Management that are regulated for the provision of financial services by the JFSC.
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